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LAND EAST OF MILL LANE, WATER NEWTON,
CAMBRIDGESHIRE

AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL EXCAVAnON
PUBLICAnON REPORT

Leonora O'Brien

With specialist contributions by Ian Baxter, Tom McDonald, Andrew Peachey and Berni
Sudds. Illustrations are by Amy Goldsmith.

SUMMARY

In September 2002, Hertfordshire Archaeological Trust (HAT) carried out an
archaeological excavation ofland east ofMill Lane, Water Newton (centred on TL 1095
9725). The project revealed ditches of Roman and Saxo-Norman date, which probably
represent the remains offield boundaries. The sequence of ditches and low drystone
walls may reflect the shifting boundaries oflow-lying fields on the floodplain ofthe river
Nene, usedfor pastoral grazing until recent times. The site, located on the periphery ofa
villa estate in the immediate hinterland of the Roman town of Durobrivae, reflects the
ecological and economic use of land in the Nene valley at this time. Saxo-Norman
remains are similar to those found in earlier excavations to the south of Water Newton,
and may indicate settlement movement towards the later medieval core of the village,
close to the Nene.

Introduction
In September 2002, Hertfordshire Archaeological Trust (HAT) carried out an
archaeological excavation on land west of Mill Lane, Water Newton, Cambridgeshire
(centred on NGR TL 10959725, Figs. 1,3) in advance of residential redevelopment of
the site redevelopment of the site. This excavation followed a desk-based assessment
(Tann 200 I) and an archaeological evaluation (McDaid 2001).

Topography, geology and soils
The 0.27 ha site lies on the southern edge of the historic village of Water Newton, about
100m south of the river Nene, and it is bounded by Mill Lane to the east and the Old
Great North Road to the south. Located within the farmyard of the former Manor Farm,
the western side of the site is occupied by the farmyard and farm buildings (Figs. 1 & 3).

Local soils are shallow, well-drained brashy chalk and loamy soils over drift geology of
limestone gravel and clays (Sutton 1 association; Soil Survey of England and Wales,
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1983). The site is situated at c. 13m AOD in the south-west, sloping down to c. 12m
AOD in the north-east.

Archaeological and historical background
The site lies in an area that has yielded a wealth of Roman and Anglo-Saxon
archaeological remains (Fig.2). Located close to the river Nene, an important route of
trade, invasion and settlement, this area has long been settled and agriculturally exploited.
Excavations in the Nene Valley have revealed substantial evidence for the wealth and
prosperity of the region during the Roman period. Settlement and industrial activity
flourished following the establishment of a fort and later civilian town at Durobrivae to
the east of Water Newton, and at Great Casterton to the north-east. The town developed
around the junction of Ermine Street and King Street. Durobrivae was a centre of pottery
mass production and many kiln sites are known in the area. Two villas have been
excavated east of Water Newton (Artis 1828).

The Nene Valley was one of the main routes of invasion for Anglo-Saxons from the mid
5th century onwards. Excavations have revealed evidence for an early Saxo-Norman
defended settlement (Green 1964) to the south later medieval core of the present village.

Excavation and recording
The excavation encompassed two areas, Area A (942.5m2) and B (644m2) (Fig. 3). Land
lying in between the two areas was occupied by a bam and was not excavated. The
overburden was mechanically excavated under archaeological supervision, thereafter all
further excavation was undertaken by hand. Metal detecting was undertaken when the
site had been stripped and the spoil heaps were examined.

The preceding trial trench evaluation of the site revealed archaeology spanning the
Neolithic to the early medieval periods, in particular a pit and ditches dating from the
Saxo-Norman period, and a mediaeval boundary wall. The land seems to have been
ploughed after the early medieval period (McDaid 2001).

Stratigraphic Phasing
Two principal phases of activity were recorded on site. The features were phased using
stratigraphic and ceramic evidence, though dating evidence was sparse. The features
relate to Roman (Phase I) and Saxo-Norman (Phase 2) agricultural use of the site and
occupation in the vicinity (Figs. 3 & 5).

Roman (phase I) ditches were found in Area A, on a north-south alignment. No Roman
ditches were found in Area B, but a large Roman quarry pit was revealed. A Saxo
Norman ditch on a north-south axis, with a drystone revetment wall, was recorded in
Area A. A Saxo-Norman gully in Area A appeared to be cut along the same line as on of
the Roman ditches. Further Saxo-Norman ditches were recorded in Area B. These Saxo
Norman ditches contained re-deposited Roman building materials and abraded pottery in
addition to animal bone.
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The Excavation

Phase 1 Roman (Area A) 2nd to 3rd century AD
Ditch F2018 traversed the site for 38m, narrowing considerably at its truncated southern
end. The ditch was aligned north-north-eastlsouth-south-west, but veered towards a
north/south axis at its northern end (Fig. 3). In profile it was fairly consistent with a
symmetrical shape, moderately steep sides and a narrow flattish base (Fig. 4). It contained
a single fill which contained 2nd to 3rd century AD Roman pottery, tile, imbrex, animal
bone and slag.

Shallow linear gully, F20 I I, lay east of Ditch F20 I8 and was cut on a north/south axis.
The basal fill contained Roman pottery (ADI50-410), burnt clay, oven furniture, tile and
animal bone. The upper fill contained no finds. Shallow gully F2020 lay north of F20 11,
aligned on a similar axis. It was over 19m long, and contained Roman pottery and animal
bone. A very shallow, short gully, F2024, cut its fill. A Saxo-Norman gully, F2022,
truncated the southern end of Ditch F2020 (Figs. 3 & 4). This gully contained re
deposited Roman oven furniture (Ceramic Building Materials Report below), which was
substantially similar to that found in Ditch F20Il. The two assemblages are
contemporary, suggesting that truncated Ditch F2020 and F20 II were open at the same
time.

A discrete sub-circular Pit, F2002, was located in the south-western comer of Area A.
Finds comprise fragments of painted Roman floor tile and heavily abraded, unpainted
floor tile.

Phase 1 Roman (Area B) 2nd to 3rd century AD
A substantial, irregularly-shaped, quarry pit, F3027, occupied the northern edge of the
area (Figs. 3 & 4) and contained 2nd-century Roman pottery. If the unseen northern side is
of similar dimensions to the portion seen in excavation, it may have contained up to 67m3

of material. Discrete Roman features in Area B comprise oval pit F30I3 and pits F3015
and F3017.

Phase 2 Saxo-Norman (Area A) AD 875-1150
Saxo-Norman features in Area A comprise a long ditch, F20I6, with a revetment wall,
F2033, as well as shorter gullies on a similar north-south alignment and a discrete· pit.

Ditch F2016 was cut on a north-south axis and measured over 31m in length. It became
wider and deeper towards the northern part of the site (Figs. 3 & 4). It had apparently
been heavily truncated at its southern end. In places, its profile was particularly irregular,
which may suggest successive re-cuts. It contained re-deposited Roman oven furniture.

The main fill of Ditch F2016 (Figs. 3 & 4) yielded Saxo-Norman pottery, burnt clay and
animal bone in addition to sparse residual Roman sherds, floor tile, flue tile and imbrex.
The base of the ditch contains a slightly indented channel, and the sides appear to have
been slightly stepped (Fig. 4). The primary silty fills of the ditch lay below a deep layer of
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backfill. L2017, which abutted revetment wall F2033 (see below). Two small later pits,
F2034 and F2036, cut the north-eastern end of primary backfill L20 17. A thin upper layer
of levelling backfill, L2027, lay above L2017. This contained a single 13th century jug
sherd, which may indicate the final phase of backfilling this feature.

A revetment wall, F2033, was traced intermittently along the western edge of Ditch
F2016 (Fig. 3 & 4). Constructed of unbonded, blocks of cornbrash limestone
(dimensions: c. 16 x II x 3cm) with some large fragments ofre-used Roman imbrex and
worn Roman floor tile, the wall had evidently been partly robbed or demolished. It had a
maximum height of O.3m or five courses, and a width of 0.33m where it survived. The
wall was apparently contemporary with the use and silting of F2016. Limestone
fragments were frequently encountered in the ditch fills, in particular fill L2017, and
probably derived from the demolition or collapse of this wall.

Limestone walls were also identified in the course of the earlier evaluation, in Trench 3
(McDaid 200 I). It is likely that this wall, also made of rough, uncoursed limestone and
also aligned north-south, formed a southerly part of the wall that flanked the western side
of F2016. The evaluation trenches were not excavated to as great a depth as the
excavation areas. Although Ditch 2016 was not revealed in Evaluation Trench 3, it is
possible that this wall, aligned north-south, was a continuation of the revetment wall
flanking the western side of Ditch 2016 to the north. Shallow gully F2009 was located
parallel to and south west of Ditch 2016 (Fig. 3). It contained late 9th to mid 12th century
pottery and residual Roman pottery.

Gully F2022 cut the southern end of Roman Gully F2020, west of Ditch 2016 (Figs. 3 &
4) and contained 9th to mid 12th century pottery, part of a possible moulded, re-deposited
Roman finial, tile, oven furniture, and animal bone. The truncation of Roman Gully
F2020 may indicate re-use of boundaries, or could be fortuitous as all boundaries are on a
similar alignment, at right angles to the course of the river Nene.

Discrete oval Pit F2004 was located in the south of Area A (Fig. 3) and contained two
distinct fills. The basal fill contained frequent limestone cobbles and late 9th to mid 12th
century pottery and animal bone. The upper fill contained frequent limestone cobbles.

Phase 2 Saxo-Norman (Area B) AD 875-1150
Linear Ditch F3004 was situated towards the eastern edge of the area (Fig. 3). It measured
over 21.1 Om in length and 1.53 in width. Aligned north-south, this ditch contained late
9th to mid 12th century pottery, animal bone and a fragment of possible medieval pantile.
It was cut by linear Gully F3008 and continued beyond the southern limit of excavation.
Short linear Gully F3023 lay adjacent to and roughly parallel with ditch F3004 and
contained late 9th to mid 12th century and residual Roman pottery. Shallow Gully F3008
was located along the eastern edge of Area B and cut linear Ditch F3004. Its northern
profile was particularly wide and flat, suggesting that it may have carried water down the
slope. This north/south aligned ditch yielded late 9th to mid 12th century pottery, burnt
clay and animal bone, including a pig-bone toggle (Worked Bone Report below, Fig.7).
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Ditch F3002 was irregularly shaped, snaking across Area S from north-west to south-east
(Fig. 3). Located in the south-western part of Area S, it was over 9.20m long and at its
greatest extent 1.85m its fills include late 9th to mid 12th century pottery. This ditch is
located on a different alignment from the others, but the limits of the excavation area did
not permit any relationship to be established.

Undated (Areas A & B)
Two discrete undated features were revealed in Area A. A small irregular feature, F2007,
was interpreted as tree rooting and yielded a very small, possibly intrusive, sherd of late
9th to mid 12th century pottery and Roman floor tile. Oval Pit F2014 was located in the
northwest of Area A, yielded animal bone and an iron nail.

Area B contained 5 undated discrete features, Pits, F3006, F3010, F3019, F3025, and
F3038. A possible alignment of oval post-holes, F3040, F3044 and F3042, were located
south of Roman Quarry Pit F3027.

THE FINDS

ROMAN POTTERY
By Andrew J Peachey BA

Introduction
Excavations revealed 33 contexts contammg Roman pottery. A total of 89 sherds,
weighing 918 grams, with a r.eve of 7 were recovered. Generally, the pottery is in a poor
condition and abraded. The average sherd weight is only 10.3g.

Methodology
The pottery was examined using a x20 microscope. The fabric codes that have been
employed are based on the national system (Tomber & Dore 1998) and the Chelmsford
fabric series (Going 1987).

Fabric Descriptions

LNV CC: Lower Nene Valley Colour Coats. Description: Tomber & Dore 1998, 118. Date: c. 150-410.
Source: Lower Nene Valley products are associated with a number of kilns throughout the area at
Wansford, Stibbington, Chesterton, Water Newton, Castor, and Stanground. Comment/Form: The
diagnostic sherds present suggest that the predominant form was that of jars, although dishes and beakers
may also be present. The sherds are too small or abraded to identitY form beyond this general classification.
LNV CC comprises 17.6% of the overall pottery, and the largest assemblage is from context 3005.

ROB SH: Romano-British Shell Tempered Ware. Description: Tomber & Dare 1998,212. Date: The
entire Roman period. Source: Local and regional. Comments/Form: Forms that can be identified are
storage jars and jars. ROB SH comprises 64.3% of the pottery from Water Newton, most of which is
abraded body sherds.
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UNS GT: Unsourced Grog Tempered Ware. Description: This fabric is very hard with a soapy texture and
a hackly break. The fabric exhibits a dark orange/pink surface and a dark grey/black core. Inclusions are
poorly sorted and set in a smooth, dark clay matrix. Angular grains of dark and light grey grog are
common, shell inclusions are abundant measuring between O.5-3mm, and sparse quartz grains are also
present. Date: 2nd century to early 3rd century. Saurce: Local. Comments/Form: 3 Fragments can be
identified as jar forms but they cannot be identified beyond their general classification. This fabric may be
related to pink grog tempered ware (Tomber & Dore 1998,210) but from a local clay source with shell
inclusions. UNS GT comprises 13.8% of the overall pottery assemblage.

LNV GW: Lower Nene Valley Grey Ware. Description: The same fabric and form as LNV CC. Date:
150-280AD. Source: The same as LNV Cc. Comments/Form: Only two body sherds are present.

BSW: Black surfaced or Romanising grey wares. Description: Going 1987,9. Date: Most popular in the
late I st to mid 2nd centuries, but it continues throughout the roman period gradually being replaced by grey
sandy wares. Source: Local and possibly regional. Comments/Form: Only two small body sherds are
present.

UNS BB: Unsourced Black burnished ware. Description: Emulates DOR BB I (Tomber & Dore 1998,
127). Date: 2nd to 4th centuries. Source: Local. Comments/Form: Only one small and abraded body sherd
is present.

Discussion
Dating this small assemblage is difficult due to the very small and non-diagnosiic nature
of the sherds. Also the majority of the pottery, especially the large assemblages, are from
residual contexts, such as open ditch and gully fills.

Ist to early 2nd century AD
There is little material from this period, but the high frequency of Romano-British shell
tempered wares may indicate that the area was occupied at this time. However, ROB SW
was produced throughout the Roman Period and due its residuality no conclusions can be
drawn. The grog-tempered fabric may originate in this period, but generally in this
assemblage it is associated with later wares (such as Lower Nene Valley colour coated
ware).

Mid 2nd to mid 3rd century AD
The significant presence of grog tempered ware and LNV CC signals that ihis was
probably the period of peak activity. Again, the evidence is residual but it seems to
indicate rural domestic usage, with jar and possibly bowl forms being identified. LNV
CC are fine wares but their relatively high occurrence may be due to the proximity of
their production centre. LNV CC were produced until AD410, but the presence of two
sherds of Lower Nene Valley grey ware, that ended production in AD280, suggests that
this assemblage may have an earlier date.
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Late 3rd to 4th century AD
The LNV CC indicates that activity on the site may have continued well into this period,
but the sandy grey wares, the popular coarse ware of the period, are significant by their
absence.

Conclusion
The pottery from Water Newton suggests low-status rural activity concentrated mainly in
the mid 2nd to mid 3rd century AD. The difficulties in sourcing Romano-British shell
tempered wares that dominate this assemblage make this a broad judgement. Both the
shell tempered and grog tempered wares have their origins in the pre-Roman Iron Age but
at Water Newton it seems the fabrics continued in use, with new forms being adopted,
until the mid-3rd century. The pottery reflects a very localised economy, as all the fine
ware comes from the Lower Nene Valley. The state of preservation and the nature of the
features precludes any further conclusions.

POST-ROMAN POTTERY
by Berni Sudds

The post-Roman assemblage recovered from Mill Lane, Water Newton is dominated by
material oflate Saxon to early-medieval date. A total of 116 sherds, weighing 1427g were
recovered from ten features. The estimated vessel-equivalent by rim sherd measurement
(percentage present) is 1.03.

At just over 12g the average sherd weight is relatively high and the majority of the group
is considered to be primary in nature. A small quantity of residual Roman pottery was
also identified, disturbed from earlier features on site. The ware types found at Mill Lane
are listed below in date order by common name (Table 1). The assemblage was analysed
and recorded to the minimum standards set out by the Medieval Pottery Research Group
(200 I). A full quantification by feature, context and fabric is included in a ceramic
catalogue that forms part of the site archive.

IWare Date range No. Wg. (g) %Wg. REVE
St Neats-type ware c. AD 875 - 1150 49 524 37% 0.49
Stamford ware c. AD 875 - 1150 66 873 61% 0.54
Lyveden/ Stan ion-type 'B' ware c. AD 1225 - ?1400 I 30 2%

ITotal 116 1427g 1.03

Table 1: Ware types identified at Mill Lane.

Excluding a single sherd of Lyveden /Stanion 'B' ware the assemblage is comprised
exclusively of Stamford and St Neots-type products. Both types are thought date from the
late 9th century although Stamford products reached their widest circulation during the
II th and early 12th centuries (Hurst 1976, 323-6: Kilmurry 1980). The finer estuarine clay
used to produce much of the high quality Stamford fine ware was not exploited until the
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mid II th century but the majority of the Mill Lane group is comprised of coarseware
fonns produced from at least 900 AD up until the late 12th century (Kilmurry 1977, 60:
Hurst 1976, 325). The presence of both Stamford and St Neots-type coarsewares therefore
suggests a broad date range of the late 9th to mid 12th century for the majority of features
although the presence of a single Lyveden/ Stanion 'B' ware glazed jug sherd in ditch
[2016] may represent a final phase ofin-fill for this feature into the 13th century.

The combination of fabric types is not unusual for the period and region but the relative
quantity of Stamford ware and proportion that is comprised of unglazed fonns is
noteworthy. Regional sites located on or adjacent to the Jurassic geology of
Cambridgeshire, Northamptonshire and Bedfordshire are dominated by products of the
shelly St Neots tradition (Hunter 1979, 230-240). Contemporary type site assemblages,
including Cottenham (Hall 2000), Raunds (Pearson 1996) and Elsworth (Sudds
forthcoming) are comprised primarily of St Neots-type ware with Thetford-type products
fonning a significant element and Stamford ware usually only evident in small quantities.
Locally produced St Neots-type ware is well represented in the Mill Lane assemblage but
over half is comprised of unglazed Stamford coarsewares and Thetford-type ware is
entirely absent.

As of a relatively high quality unglazed Stamford products were traded to some extent but
the majority of exported types were represented by glazed pitcher and bowl forms
(Kilmurry 1977, 60: Hurst 1958, 61). The distribution of unglazed jars and bowls was
largely limited to the main area of manufacture (Hurst ibid). Thetford provides an
exception where a large quantity of unglazed Stamford ware has been recovered. It is
suggested that this is due to strong trading links between Thetford and Stamford, albeit a
one-way trade as Thetford jars and bowls are not found in the Stamford area (ibid). The
presence of unglazed Stamford wares at Water Newton is likely due to the settlements
relative proximity to Stamford and location on Ennine Street, a major route way involved
in the trade of these products (Kilmurry 1977, 60). This proximity to Stamford may also
help to explain the absence of Thetford-type ware from the assemblage.

The fonn range is characteristic of the period, represented by jar and bowl types. Typical
Stamford type rounded and straight-sided bowl fonns have been identified with flanged,
flat-topped and hammer-head rims (Fig.6 No.2 - Hurst 1958, Fig.2.27 for rim fonn: Fig.6
No.3 - Kilmurry 1977, Fonn I). Hollowed jar rims (Fig.xx No.1 - Kilmurry 1977, Fonn
3) are also evident and a single folded, everted glazed rim, possibly from a spouted
pitcher (Kilmurry 1977; 1980, Fonn 5). Decoration takes the fonn of rectangular notch
rouletting around the top of the bowl rims and on the shoulder of a jar (Hurst 1958, 40).
St Neots-type fonns include a single jar with an everted, thickened rim (squared
externally: Hurst 1956, FigA.15) and a deep bowl with an inturned, flanged rim
(hollowed externally: McCarthy 1979, Pottery 17.506). The Lyveden /Stanion 'B' sherd is
from a jug fonn and decorated with white applied clay strips and olive green glaze.

The range of fonns and evidence of sooting and residue (sometimes burnt) on both the
Stamford and St Neots-type coarsewares is suggestive of some type of domestic activity
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Illustrated pottery (Fig. 6)

CERAMIC BUILDING MATERIAL
Tom McDonald MlFA & Leonora 0 'Brien

but the group is too small to be particularly diagnostic in terms of function. Certainly no
distinctive residues were recorded that may be representative of industrial or craft related
activity.

Roman
Roman (later)
Roman
Roman
Unknown
Roman
Roman

Medieval

DateForm
Floor tile
Floor tile
Imbrex
Oven furniture
Amorphous
Flue tile
?Moulded finial

?Pantile

Ceramic Building Material Fabrics & Forms

Dark red fabric with blue grey core
Fine dark red fabric with grey core
Orange sandy fabric
Pale orange buff with organic temper
Burnt clay
Orange grey buff fabric
Fine red grey sandy

Coarse light grey

FabricCode
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8

Table 2

No.1 (3009): Stamford ware. Hollowed jar rim. Mid-grey core, pale-buff margins and
surfaces. Decorated with a band of rectangular notch rouletting.

No.2 (3005): Stamford ware. Rounded bowl with a flanged, flat-topped rim. Pale-grey
core, pale-buff margins and surfaces. Rim decorated with rectangular notch
rouletting. Sooted.

No.3 (3022): Stamford ware. Straight-sided bowl with a hammer-head rim. Pale-grey
core, pale-buff margins and surfaces. Rim decorated with rectangular notch
rouletting. Splash of green glaze (external). Sooted.

Introduction
A total of 59l9g of ceramic building material was recovered from the site. The Roman
material consists of painted and unpainted floor tile (47%), flue tile (21 %), oven furniture
(13%), imbrex (8%), and burnt clay, as well as a possible fragment of moulded finial.
One possible medieval pantile was recovered. These proportions strongly suggest the
presence of a villa in the area, with hypocaust heating. The fabrics are consistent and
limited, which may suggest that it all derived from the destruction or alterations to the
same buildings. Fragments of oven furniture were also present. These were very
fragmented, and made of organic-tempered pale orange-buff clay. Only one possible
medieval pantile was recovered from the site.
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Discussion

The floor tile was distributed across Area A in a pattern consistent with manuring, but
was not encountered in Area B, which contained a quarry pit and may have been subject
to different land use. Roman flue tile was found re-deposited in Saxo-Norman Ditches
F2016 (Area A) and F3002 (Area B). This was the only Roman building material to be
found in Area B. Oven furniture was found in the northern terminus of Gully F2011 and
in Ditch F2022. The fabric and abrasion of the fragments are similar. The material was
found in a sealed Roman silt in Ditch 201 I, and re-deposited in a Saxo-Norman context
in Ditch F2022. Ditch F2022 truncated Roman Ditch F2020, and the oven furniture found
in it was probably disturbed during this action. This confirms that Roman Ditches F2020

'and F2011 were contemporary and open at the same time. A possible Roman moulded
finial was also recovered from Ditch F2022. The only medieval building material was a
fragment of pantile from Saxo-Norman Ditch 3004 (Area B).

The only Roman building material to be found in Roman contexts was floor tile, found in
Ditches F2018 and F2011. All other Roman building material was found re-deposited in
Saxo-Norman (or undated) features. This suggests that the Roman ditches were
established after a minor episode of alteration or demolition in the vicinity, while the
other material represents material from later changes, involving the destruction, robbing
or alteration of roofing, floors and hypocaust systems in the vicinity.

The majority of Roman building materials were found in Area A, suggesting either that
Area B was not subject to manuring, or that any Roman settlement, farm or possibly villa
lies to the north, and possibly to the north east, of Area A. The sparse quantities of
medieval building materials may indicate that any buildings in the vicinity were made of
perishable materials, or that this site was located on the periphery of any settlement.

WORKED BONE AND IRON OBJECTS

by Nina Crummy

The one stratified Roman object in this small assemblage is an iron nail shank fragment.
The majority of the Saxo-Norman items are also nails, two of which retain the head. A
fragment of an iron bar may be from a punch, and so perhaps indicative of metal
working, though the identification is far from certain.

The one object diagnostic of date is a perforated pig metapodial, many of which have
been found in Anglo-Scandinavian York and Saxon-Norman London. The function of
these perforated bones is uncertain, but they are generally assumed to have been either
buzz-bones or toggles ((Pritchard 1991, 208; MacGregor el a11999, 1980-1). If they were
used as buzz-bones, they would have been set in the centre of a twisted piece of string,
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which, when pulled at the ends, would have made the bone spin and produce a humming
sound. There is no wear on this example to support this use.

Fig 7. F3008 L3009. Gully. Saxo-Norman. Buzz-bone or toggle made from a
juvenile pig metapodial, the hole set centrally on the shaft and cut by a knife from
each side. Length 52 mm.

(2015) F20 14. Small pit or posthole. Undated. Tapering iron bar fragment, perhaps
from a punch. Section uncertain. Length 35 mm.

(2017) F20 16. Boundary ditch. Saxo-Norman. Iron nail shank fragment. Length
(incomplete) 27 mm.

(2038) F2016. Boundary ditch. Saxo-Norman. Iron nail with round flat head. Length
(incomplete) 39 mm.

(3003) F3002. Ditch. Saxo-Norman. Clenched iron nail with round flat head. Below
the bend the shank is curved. Length (bent) 57 mm. The gap between head and bend
gives a total wood thickness of25 mm.

(3034) F3027. Quarry pit. Roman. Iron nail shank fragment. Length 30 mm.

ANIMAL BONE
Ian L Baxter BA MIFA

Introduction
A total of 67 "countable" fragments of animal bones were recovered from the site (Table
3). This is a tiny assemblage and very susceptible to bias. Any interpretation must
therefore be considered extremely tentative. The animal bones derive from ditches,
gullies, pits and a posthole. They were generally well preserved. The deposits at the site
have been divided into two stratigraphic periods

I) Romano-British, 2nd-4th centuries AD
2) Late 9th-mid 12th centuries AD

In addition there is a small amount of undated material.

Methods
All of the animal bones were hand-collected consequently an under-representation of
bones from the smaller species is to be expected.

The mammal bones were recorded following a modified version of the method described
in Davis (1992) and Albarella and Davis (1994). In brief, all teeth (lower and upper) and
a restricted suite of parts of the postcranial skeleton was recorded and used in counts.
These are: homcores with a complete transverse section, skull (zygomaticus), atlas, axis,
scapula (glenoid articulation), distal humerus, distal radius, proximal ulna, carpal 2+3,
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distal metacarpal, pelvis (ischial part of acetabulum), distal femur, distal tibia, calcaneum
(sustenaculum), astragalus (lateral side), centrotarsale, distal metatarsal, proximal parts of
the Ist, 2nd and 3rd phalanges. At least 50% of a given part had to be present for it to be
counted.

The presence of large (cattlelhorse size) and medium (sheep/pig size) vertebrae and fibs
was recorded for each context, although these were not counted. 'Non-countable'
elements of particular interest were recorded but not included in the counts. The
separation of sheep and goat was attempted using criteria described in Boessneck (1969),
Kratochvil (1969) and Payne (1985). The shape of the enamel folds (Davis 1980;
Eisenmann 1981) was used for identifying equid teeth to species. Equid postcrania were
checked against criteria summarised in Baxter (1998). Wear stages were recorded for all
P4s and dP4s as well as for the lower molars of cattle, sheep/goat and pig, both isolated
and in mandibles. Tooth wear stages follow Grant (1982). The measurements taken are
retained in the Access database. These in general follow von den Driesch (1976).

Taxon Period Total

Romano Late 9th- Undated
- mid-12th C
British

Cattle (Bas f. domestic) 2 \I 3 1 16
Sheep/Goat (Ovis/Caora f. domestic) 5 13 I 19
Sheep (Ovis f. domestic) (2) (3) (-) (5)

Pig (Sus f. domestic) 2 10' 4 16
Horse (EclUus cabal/us) I 5 - 6
Dog (Canis familaris) I 8 3 - 9
Fowl (Gal/us f. domestic) - I - I
Goose (Anser f. domestic) - + . +
Cf. Woodcock (Scolopax rusticola) - + - +
Total II 48 8 67

'Sheep/Goat also includes the specimens identified to species. Numbers in parentheses are not included in
the total of the period. '+' means that the taxon is present but no specimens could be 'counted' (see text).
1 skull
, 44 bones from a partial skeleton
3 5 and 3 bones from partial skeletons

Table 3 Number a/hand-collected mammal and bird bones (NISP)

Phase 1 Romano-British
A small amount of material was recovered from the Roman ditches. Little can be said
regarding this assemblage beyond noting that it includes the major domesticates cattle,
sheep/goat and pig, together with horse and dog. A sheep mandible from L3031 has slight
metallic calculus deposits on the teeth (see below). A scapula fragment belonging to a
large dog was found in Ditch F2018 L2019.
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Phase 2 Late 9th-mid 12th century
Twenty-one 'countable' animal bone fragments were recovered from features dating from
the late 9th to mid 12th centuries. Cattle and sheep/goat remains are similar in their
frequency and together account for 62% of the total. No fragments were identified as
goat. Pig is also frequent, accounting for 28% of the major domesticates. Single
fragments represent horse, dog and domestic fowl, though other non-countable fowl
fragments were also seen. Goose and woodcock are present but no fragments could be
counted.

A perinatal cattle metatarsal metaphysis was found in Ditch F2022 L2023 suggesting that
cattle were being raised on the site. A fragmentary ewe cranium with both homcore bases
was recovered from Ditch F3002 L3003, and a sheep/goat mandible from the same
context has metallic calculus deposits on the teeth. This has been observed affecting
sheep teeth from many Iron Age and Romano-British sites in Cambridgeshire (Baxter
forthcoming) as well as those from later periods and while the precise causation is not
presently understood it may be connected to marshland grazing.

Pig is represented by the skeleton of a juvenile aged around 6 months found in
Ditch/Gully F2016 L2038. A cattle metatarsal found in F2016 L2017 came from a beast
approximately 113cm at the shoulder based on the multiplication factors of Matolcsi
(1970). Horse is represented by several teeth from animals aged approximately 9 years
and 11-12 years based on the wear curves of Levine (1982). A pig third metacarpal found
in Gully FJ008 LJ009 has a hole bored through its centre (Worked Bone Report above,
Fig.7).

The tibia of a horse was found in Ditch F3002 L3022. Based on the mUltiplication factors
of Kiesewalter (1888) this came from an animal of 14 hands high at the sho\llder. A
pelvic fragment belonging to a large dog was recovered from Ditch FJ005 L3004.

Domestic dog remains are particularly frequent and include a partial skeleton in
Ditch/Gully F2016 L2017 belonging to an animal slightly over ten months old (Sumner
Smith 1966) and approximately 56cm high at the shoulder based on The multiplication
factors of Harcourt (1974). A second metatarsal of a somewhat larger animal of around
61 cm at the shoulder (Clark 1995) was found in the same context. Three long bone
fragments belonging to a large dog were recovered from context L2038 in the same
feature. The distal femur of this animal has exostoses lateral and medial to the trochlea,
which is ebumated on its medial side, both symptomatic of arthritis (Baker & Brothwell
1980).

Undated
The skull of a calf aged around seven weeks was found in Pit F2034 L2035. The left
upper dP2 is pathological, the enamel of the crown is very thin and has broken away
exposing the dentine, which is worn and polished. The corresponding right tooth appears
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normal.

Summary and conclusions
As already noted above, this is a tiny assemblage and very susceptible to bias. There is
evidence for the presence of cattle, sheep, pigs, horses and dogs at all periods of
occupation with no indication of significant changes in husbandry over time.

DISCUSSION

The Roman landscape around Water Newton
The site at Mill Lane, Water Newton is located in a strategically important landscape
(Fig. 2). During the Roman period the river Nene was an important navigable route
between the East Midlands and the Fen edge, and forts were built close to crossing points.
The area was particularly wealthy - the fens to the east were probably part of a vast,
imperial salt-producing estate, and the town of Durobrivae (SMR 1877, SAM 130),
located just east of Water Newton, was the centre of the Nene valley pottery industry.
Ermine Street and King Street pass close to Water Newton. Two early documentary
sources mention Durobrivae, 'the fort by the bridge'. It is mentioned in the Antonine
Itinerary (probably dating to the 2nd century) on the route from Londinium (London) to
Luguvalium (Carlisle) (Rivet 1970, 47). 1t is also noted in the Ravenna Cosmography
(probably 7th century).

Early Roman military activity and later Roman industries in the Nene Valley
The town of Durobrivae ('the walled town with the bridges') began as an auxiliary fort
(SAM 130) on Ermine Street guarding a crossing point of the Nene at Water Newton
(Frere 1978, 87), built soon after the Claudian invasion in the mid-1 st century AD
(Rodwell & Rowley (Eds) 1975; Fig. 2). The nearest vexillation fort lay c. 4km east of
this crossing, on the northern bank of the Nene at Longthorpe (SAM 135; Frere & St
Joseph 1974; Dannell & Wild 1987). A further fort (SAM 138) was located north of the
Nene at Sutton Cross, Upton (EH 1999).

From the later 2nd century onwards, the Nene Valley became the centre of a major
pottery industry (Collingwood & Myers 1936; Todd 1970; Wild 1974; Woods 1974;
Howe, Perrin & Mackreth 1981; Perrin 1999). Roman pottery from Mill Lane indicates
that ditches were being used and fields manured at this time, in the 2tb to 3rd century AD,
although there is no evidence for kiln activity here. Two kiln fields have been found near
Durobrivae, one on Ermine Street, across the Nene at Normangate field (SAM 127;
Dannell & Wild 1969), and one on the modern parish boundary, west of the Billing
Brook, between Water Newton and Chesteron (Fig. 2). Numerous kiln sites in the valley
have been investigated (e.g. Stibbington, SMR 0170: Hartley 1960; Normangate Field
and Coneygree Field: Artis 1828 & Aitken 1961), although many excavation reports have
not yet been published. It is likely that manufactured goods were distributed by boat and
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barge along the river Nene, and a possible wharf has been identified at Wansford (Gilbert
1978).

The area had significant extractive industries in the Roman period. Iron and limestone
came from the area west of Peterborough, gravel was extracted from the terraces of the
Nene and a Roman stone has been found at Sibson to the west (Frere 1978, 295). There
was also a mosaic school centred on this area (Rivet 1969, 107).

The development, expansion and suburbs of Durobrivae
The defended town of Durobrivae lacked a planned grid of streets (Todd 1970; Mackreth
1979, 1995; Burnham 1987), suggesting that it evolved over time. Although the
administrative status of the town is hotly debated (Rivet 1958; Wacher 1966; Rivet 1970;
Todd 1970; Frere 1978, 241), this evolutionary growth pattern and its size, strategic
position and economic importance suggest that may have been the centre of-a small
civitas (Stevens 1937) or pagus (Rivet 1958). The wealth of the town is attested by the
find if a mid-4th century hoard (SMR 1866) within Durobrivae and the Water Newton
early Christian hoard (SMR 1867; Painter 1977). Vicus-like suburbs grew up outside the
walls to the south west (Anon 1959, Wilson 1974), and may have housed the industrial
kiln workers (Salway 2001, 469, 563; Fig. 2). The town defences were maintained and
enhanced in its 4th century apogee, and at this time, the suburbs alone covered over 250
hectares to the south, south west and across the Nene to the north (Salway 2001, 533; Fig.
2).

The limits of the Durobrivae and its suburbs coincide with the start of the roadside
cemeteries that line the roads to the south and west of the town (Page et al (Eds) 1936,
233-4; Casa-Hatton & Wall 1999).

The rural hinterland of Durobrivae
Small towns such as Durobrivae were heavily dependent on their rural hinterland. Like
most Roman industries, the Nene Valley potteries were located in the countryside
(Salway 2001, 429). These were situated outside the town suburbs, in areas now defined
by their position on parish boundaries and roads, which may reflect the Roman suburban
limits. The Mill Lane site lay beyond this zone of suburban industrial activity, to the west
of a known villa site. It is not clear whether the land at Mill Lane would have formed the
outfield part of a working villa farm estate, or was an outlying part of a country residence
that did not depend upon farming for its principal income.

A number of villas were located on the periphery of Durobrivae, the suburbs and the kiln
fields (Rivet 1969,202). Few small farms have been found in the Nene Valley, possibly
due to the effect of early military and imperial organisation of the landscape (Wild 1974,
150). Three villas have been identified at Castor, including one 'satellite villa', which
would have overlooked the town and its suburbs (SAM 93; Artis 1828) and has been
interpreted as a palatial residence or administrative centre. Two villas were discovered
north of the Nene in Ailsworth (Sutton Field; Fig. 1). Two villas at Water Newton were
partially excavated (Artis 1828) to the north east (SMR 4457) and south (SMRI710) of
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the site (Fig. I), and a third villa lies between the two, to the east (SMR 9094). A recent
evaluation at Mill Reach, to the north-east, revealed evidence of dense Roman activity
close to the northerly villa (SMR 4457, Macaulay 2000).

Although villas further away from Durobrivae are widely spaced, c. 2krn apart, the villas
closer to the town, as at Water Newton, often lie less than 600m apart. These villas may
have been both wealthy residences and farms, but their proximity to each other suggests
that they may have been suburban/country residences rather than more rural working
estates occupying large areas (Bigmore 1979, 44). Some studies have attempted to define
the size and nature of agricultural units (Applebaum 1975, 130; Philp 1968, 72; Down
1979, 46), but there is insufficient evidence to indicate whether the Water Newton villas
concentrated on agricultural production.

The Roman ditches at the Mill Lane site (see below) were probably associated with the
northerly villa (Fig. I). Although the area excavated at Mill Lane was not sufficient to
provide an overview of landscape use, it is clear that Roman ditches were re-cut on a
similar axis in the 9th-12th century, suggesting that land boundaries were maintained over
a long period of time. Research indicates that many land units occupied by medieval
manors and sub-farms lie within similar boundaries to those of the earlier villa estates and
farms (Black 1987). This stability has been observed in the course of excavation and
survey work on the sites of villa estates at Ditchley, Oxon (Johnston 1994) and at
Cotterstock, Northants (Upex 2001), which analysed the extent and development of
estates as well as the continuity of use of landscape boundaries (Jones 1986, 153).

Relationship of the excavation site to known villa sites
Spatial analysis of ceramic building material recovered from the Mill Lane site suggested
that the source of the material was located north or north-east of the site, probably
deriving from the northerly (SMR 4457) or central (SMR 9094) Water Newton villa. The
Roman material recovered at this site was similar to that from the Mill Reach site
(Macaulay 2000). The Roman ditches were probably established after a minor episode of
alteration or demolition in the vicinity that resulted in used floor tile being discarded. The
other types of material, particularly that found re-deposited in the Saxo-Norman'ditches,
represent later changes which involved the destruction, robbing or alteration of roofing,
floors and hypocaust systems in the vicinity.

Very little building material was found in the southern excavation area, which suggests
that it was not subject to manuring (Thomas 1966; White 1970). This area contained a
Roman quarry pit, and probably had a different land use from the northern sector. There is
no apparent link between Roman features in each area. In Area A to the north, Roman
features consist of two fairly parallel boundary ditches on an approximately north/south
axis. However, no Roman ditches were present in southerly Area B, but there were
several Roman pits and a large quarry pit.
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Roman mineral extraction and pastoral agriculture
Roman Quany pit F3027 would probably have yielded some gravel as well as clay
subsoil derived from the underlying natural white, blue and yellow Jurassic clays. Dated
to the 2nd century AD, this quany pit may have been associated with the supply of kilns
or the building industry with raw materials. It is likely that landowners would have
derived rents from clay extraction and fuel supply to the pottery industry (Wild 1974,
164). A number of stone quany sites have been found in the area (Frere 1978, 295),
although to date, there is little evidence for clay extraction.

The Roman ditches in Area A were probably used for drainage, as they run at right angles
to the slight slope of the area. Ditch F2018 widens as it heads down the slope towards the
Nene to the north. This ditch contains considerably more building material than Ditches
F2020 and F20 II, which suggests that they were constructed at different times or had a
different functions. There is no evidence of any relationship between these ditches and
Roman Quarry F3027 to the south. If the ditches are contemporary and mark the limits of
fields, the fields would have been subdivided by an impractical number of north-south
aligned gullies, resulting in rather narrow strips. However, as explained above, it is likely
that these ditches are not contemporary, but that Ditch F2020/20 II succeeds Ditch F2018
and that boundaries were moving eastwards over time, especially given the easterly
position oflater Ditch F2016.

Economy and ecology at Mill Lane
The immediate environment of the Mill Lane site appears to have been marshy in all
periods. Roman and medieval sheep teeth bore metallic calculus, which has been linked
to marshland grazing - the northern part of the parish of Water Newton is still liable to
floods. Several excavations have revealed in the valley have revealed elaborate
agricultural drainage schemes, and it is likely that stock raising was the principal activity
in the flood-plain meadows (Wild 1974, 155). The presence of woodcock remains
suggests a damp, dense woodland habitat. Although pigs, cattle, sheep (and woodcock)
could all have been imported for consumption, the presence of perinatal remains is
usually taken to indicate that animals were being bred and reared on site.

It is interesting to note that pig remains were fairly frequent across all periods on the site.
Although faunal remains indicate that the principle pastoral activity probably involved
raising cattle, particularly in the medieval period, the presence of pig remains is
significant. Pigs often foraged in woodland. This ties in with the relative absence of the
remains of Roman and medieval settlement and agriculture to the north and south of the
Nene at Water Newton. This area could have been occupied by managed woodland,
which may have provided construction materials for the burgeoning suburbs, fuelled
pottery kilns and provided fuel for domestic use both in smaller townhouses and
farmsteads and in the hypocaust and bath systems of the numerous large villas (Rackharn
1976).

It is likely that Roman remains at Mill Lane represent part of a complex economic and
ecological landscape on the periphery of a small villa estate, whose main income may not
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have derived from farming. The Roman ditches may represent the boundaries and
drainage of pastoral fields, used to fold livestock over the winter, providing manure to
fertilise pastures, arable fields and hay meadows. These animals may have been put out to
pasture on the marshy water meadows of the Nene to the north over the summer. The area
south west of the site, around the perimeters of agricultural land, rising towards
Brookfield Spinney and Hop Spinney (Figs. I & 2), may have been occupied by managed
woodland providing autumn or possibly year-round pannage for pigs, construction
materials and fuel for industrial and domestic use.

The development of medieval Water Newton

The core of the medieval village of Water Newton now lies c. 50m south of the river
Nene and c. 100m north of the old line of the Great North Road. It is not clear when the
route of Roman Ermine Street through Durobrivae and across the Nene south of
Normangate field was abandoned, but the new route of the Great North Road changed
settlement dynamics in the area, fuelling the growth of villages along its route at Sibson
and Stibbington and at Wansford where it crosses the river Nene. Durobrivae and the
Nene Valley industries appear to have peaked in the 4th century and declined sharply in
the early 5th century. There is little evidence for Anglo-Saxon settlement in the immediate
vicinity of Water Newton. However, there was probably a Late Saxon manor, located
south of the present village..

Medieval manors and pastoral farming at Water Newton
The manor of Niwanton was confirmed as an endowment of the Abbey of St Mary of
Thomey in Edgar's foundation charter of AD 973. It is likely that the manor belonged to
the earlier abbey before it was destroyed by the Danes in AD 870 (Page et al (Eds) 1936,
230). The Domesday Book also mentions the church, two mills on the Nene at Neweton,
60 acres of meadow, ploughland and the habitual use of the wood of the Abbot of
Peterborough (Morris (Ed) 1975). This woodland may be the successor of the putative
Roman managed woodland to the south (Darby 1937).

Excavations south of Water Newton in the 1958 at Elton Road (presently under the A I)
revealed the remains of the northwestern part of a 10'h century post-built Saxon stockade
and ditch, possibly related to a hall (SMR 1578; Green 1964). The location of this site
south of the later medieval church and village suggests that land to the north may then
have been part of the Nene floodplain, unsuitable for construction at this time and used
for grazing livestock. The field to the south of the stockade may contain further
settlement remains. The hall was abandoned and settlement moved closer to the Nene.
The area was probably occupied by sheepfolds enclosed by drainage ditches and north
south aligned drystone walling by the 13th century.

Land use at Mill Lane in the medieval period
Excavations at Mill Lane revealed a number of intercutting ditches which traversed Areas
A and B on an approximate north-south axis. No ditches could be traced between the two
excavation areas. The primary fills of the ditches contained St Neots-type ware and
Stamford ware, dated to c. AD 875-1150 (Fig. 6). The forms of the pottery· and the
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presence of sooting and residue on these coarsewares suggested domestic use, and the
assemblage was similar to that recovered from the medieval site at Elton Road, in that
Thetford ware was absent. This reflects the proximity of Ermine Street and the Great
North Road, trade routes from Stamford. The particularly sparse quantities of medieval
building materials may indicate that any buildings in the vicinity were made of perishable
materials, or that this site was located on the periphery of any settlement. This ties in to
the discoveries at Elton Road, which indicate that early settlement was probably
concentrated south ofthe present vi llage.

Animal remains from medieval features, like those from Roman features, comprise a
fairly high proportion of young cattle and pigs, indicating rearing on or near the site. The
presence of pig remains again points to the likely presence of woodland pannage,
mentioned in documentary sources. As in the Roman phase, it is likely that these ditches
represent land drainage works and pastoral field boundaries. It is interesting to note that
the western side of the principal ditch, F2016, was flanked by a low drystone wall of
limestone, similar in construction to the walls found at Elton Road, which were probably
used as stock enclosures. The ditch and revetment feature appears to have been filled in
the 9th to 12th century, with a final phase of levelling (L2027) the subsiding infilled ditch
in the 13th century. This last phase of land management may be associated with the
robbing of the drystone wall, which would have levelled off the field, removing traces of
the earlier enclosures or ditches. The area appears to have been ploughed in the later
medieval or early modem period, as features on slightly higher land to the south have
been truncated while features to the north have been protected by a build-up of plough
soil (Crank et al 2002; McDaid 200 I).

Conclusion
Located in the immediate hinterland of the Roman town of Durobrivae and pottery kilns
at Coneygree Field, the rather small villa holdings in this area may not have concentrated
on agricultural production, but may have principally been residential estates. However,
the archaeological remains of pastoral agriculture at Mill Lane reflect patterns of land
exploitation noted elsewhere in the Nene Valley, where lush low-lying meadows were
used for grazing and cereal production was restricted to higher ground until later
developments in land drainage.

To conclude, excavations at Mill Lane, Water Newton have revealed evidence of Roman,
Saxo-Norman and medieval field boundaries and drainage ditches in the low-lying flood
plain of the river Nene. Roman ditches may be associated with pastoral grazing on the
periphery of a villa estate to the east. Later ditches and drystone walls also reflect stock
raising, but may be associated with a probable settlement to the south at Elton Road.
Settlement at Water Newton only appears to have moved close to the southern bank of the
Nene in the 10th century and later. Despite these changes in the focus of settlement, field
boundaries on this site seem to have remained fairly stable, with Roman ditches being re
cut in the Saxo-Norman period. The site was levelled in the 13th century. Little activity of
later medieval and post-medieval date was recorded on the site, suggesting that the area
reverted to a larger pasture or arable field until it became a farmyard at a later date.
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Fig.6 Medieval pottery
.6.1 Stainford ware jar from ditch BOOB (L3009)
6.2 Stamford ware rounded bowl from ditch F3004 (L3005)
6.3 Stamford ware straight-sided bowl from ditch F3002 (L302~)
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Fig.7 Pig-bone toggle from gully FJOOB (L3009)
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